Abstract: This paper proposes a novel sliding mode control (SMC) technique for doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) based on the fast exponential reaching law (FERL). The proposed FERL-based SMC is capable of reducing to a large extent the chattering phenomena existing in the sliding stage. Meanwhile, the reaching stage is accelerated with the introduction of an adaptive gain. The proposed method is employed in a DFIG-based wind energy conversion system (WECS) for direct power control (DPC). The FERL-based DPC approach is tested with simulations conducted in Matlab/Simulink under the scenarios of unbalanced grid voltage, grid fault conditions and highly unstable wind speed accompanied by an experimental study. The simulations and experimental results reveal the better performance of the proposed control method in active/reactive power tracking and dc-link voltage maintenance.
common interests and remarkable research results of DFIG-based WECSs achieved by power system researchers, there are still some major issues that need to be resolved, especially the grid-connection operation of DFIGs.
The control techniques can be segmented into linear control and nonlinear control approaches. Linear control approaches include the direct power control (DPC) [19] , proportional integral (PI)-based pitch control [13] and linear quadratic Gaussian (LQS) approach [14] . However, most electrical components possess nonlinear behaviors and the dynamic properties of grid-connected WECS bring about parameter perturbations and external disturbances, which call for high robustness of the nonlinear control approach. SMC has been employed in controlling WECSs for years due to its very robust performance, fast response and simplicity in physical realization. A SMC control scheme is proposed and applied to a permanent-magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) wind turbine [20] , wherein a combination of an exponential reaching law (ERL) and neutral point clamped (NPC) converter is utilized to balance the dc-link capacitor voltage and improve the system transient traits. A sliding mode power control of DFIG wind turbine energy conversion systems with variable wind speed is proposed in [21] . The system stability in the operation region is guaranteed with the feedback control solution under model uncertainties. In [22] , a fuzzy logic-based SMC scheme is proposed to extract maximum wind power. Meanwhile, the generator-side current harmonics are mitigated with a sensorless MPPT control strategy. In [23, 24] , a SMC approach which is capable of regulating the active and reactive power of DFIG in a direct manner is proposed. In [23] , a constant converter switching frequency is obtained with space vector modulation (SVM) and the power converter as well as harmonic filter can be simplified. However, the grid voltage is in an ideal state and no voltage disturbance is considered on the grid side. As a matter of fact, the operation of DFIG-based WECS under non-ideal grid conditions, including voltage distortion, voltage unbalance and harmonic/interharmonic current components prove to be more critical and of practical importance [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Hence, in [30] a SMC method was proposed to control the GSC and (RSCs of a DFIG-based WECS, where an unbalanced and harmonically distorted grid voltage condition is considered. In [31] , the concept of extended active power is proposed to simplify the controller design process when the grid voltages are unbalanced. In [32] , a sliding mode approach incorporating the feedback linearization theory is proposed to maintain the converter currents when the grid voltage level is far below the nominal values. The approach proposed in [33] successfully regulates the converter current when the grid voltage decreases to avoid converter damage.
Although SMC has superior performance in robustness, order reduction capability, finite-time convergence and disturbance rejection performance, its drawback of chattering phenomena caused by discontinuous switching functions largely impact its application in some specific scenarios where a strict low system frequency fluctuation requirement is needed [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . To reduce or eliminate the chattering phenomena, multiple adjustable reaching laws (ARLs) are employed to take the place of constant reaching law (CRL) in SMC [35, 36] . In [37] , a novel SMC method with exponential reaching law (ERL) is proposed to control robot arms and the chattering phenomena is reduced to a certain extent and the reaching speed is accelerated. Apart from that, the concept of higher order sliding mode control (HOSMC) is proposed to mitigate the chattering issue with higher order derivatives of the sliding variables [40] . The introduction of super-twisting algorithms helps to avoid the utilization of discontinuous components in the control input, thus the chattering phenomena can be resolved if the system parameters are known [41] . In [31] , a second order SMC scheme is proposed for power optimization of DFIG-based WECS. However, the major drawback of HOSMC is its dependence on the parametric uncertainty bounds which are usually difficult to estimate in practical scenarios [41, 42] , making it impractical in DFIG wind turbine control. The concept of fractional order sliding mode control (FOSMC) was proposed recently, which attempts to eliminate the chattering phenomena with the introduction of a tunable fractional order sliding surface [43, 44] . However, the realization of fractional order sliding surface is based on integer order approximation, making it much too complicated to be applied in engineering scenarios practically. The main contributions of this paper lie in two aspects: the introduction of a FERL-based SMC approach; the use of the novel SMC approach in DFIG-based WECS for DPC. In Section 2, the proposed FERL-based SMC will be introduced and its performance in controlling a nonlinear system will be evaluated with numerical simulations. In Section 3, the proposed SMC will be employed in the control of a DFIG wind turbine generator. In Section 4, a simulation and experimental test will be conducted in Matlab/Simulink and experimental platforms to perform a comparative study between the FERL-based SMC, the ERL-based SMC and the conventional PI control. The final simulation results and the experiment test verified the superior performance of the proposed FERL-based SMC method. In Section 5, a conclusion of the key features of the proposed method will be provided.
SMC with FERL Approach

Chattering Phenomenon
SMC method is a kind of robust control technique which is extensively utilized in nonlinear systems where parameter uncertainties exist. The general idea and concepts of SMC are available in [38] and the complete mathematical process of SMC can be found in [39] . Despite the extensive application of SMC in nonlinear system control, drawbacks still exist in these applications. One of the major weaknesses of SMC is the chattering phenomenon in the sliding mode. Another issue that needs to be addressed is the attraction speed of the state variable trajectories. Reference [37] proposed an exponential reaching law (ERL) to tackle the aforementioned two drawbacks and successfully shortened the reaching time. However, the level of the chattering phenomenon near the sliding surface does not decrease with the proposed ERL method. In the remained part of this section, we will provide the preliminaries about SMC theory and introduce the FERL method.
First consider a second order nonlinear system with control input:
..
where x and u are state and control vector, respectively; f and b are both bounded nonlinear functions of x and .
x. The switching function is defined as:
where χ is a positive real number:
represents the tracking error and x d is the reference trajectory. In this case, the switching surface is chosen as S = 0. In the meantime, the reaching condition is generally stated as follows:
Equation (4) is utilized to guarantee that the switching function remains reaching the switching surface, thus the tracking error vector (e, . e) is able to slide to the equilibrium point (0, 0) once the switching function reaches the switching surface for the first time. In order to satisfy Equation (4), .
S generally has the following form:
where k is a positive real number, sign(S) is the sign function of S. Substituting Equations (2)-(4) into Equation (1), we have: where:
We need to note that Equation (7) is the continuous part of the input u, Equation (8) denotes the discontinuous part of u, and the discontinuity of Equation (8) is caused by the sign function, which subsequently results in the chattering phenomenon of the control input. It can be figured out from Equation (8) that the chattering level will be directly decided by the coefficient k if b remains constant. However, k also decides the reaching time and the robustness performance of the system. If k increases, the reaching time decreases and the robustness performance grows better, while the chattering level also becomes higher. Thus, the dilemma lies in whether to maintain a faster reaching time and robustness performance or lower chattering level.
Literature [37] proposed an exponential reaching law which is shown as bellow:
where:
where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant, p is a positive integer. However, our earlier research on the performance of chattering phenomenon reduction reveals that it is not capable of reducing the chattering level near the sliding surface, which is not illustrated in detail herein due to the page limitations.
FERL Approach Based SMC
In order to address the chattering phenomenon without compromising the reaching speed, we propose the following fast exponential reaching law (FERL):
in which ε is a positive real number, |S 0 | represents the initial value of |S|, N is a positive integer, p ≥ 2 is also an integer, r > 1. In Equation (12) , ε|S 0 | is added to the dominator to guarantee that the dominator will not equal to 0 as S reaches the sliding surface. However, Equation (12) has better performance than the reaching law proposed in [37] . Firstly, the introduction of Π(ε, N, S) will not impact the stability of the control system for the reason that Π(ε, N, S) is guaranteed to be positive. Secondly, we need to observe how the gain in front of the sign function changes as |S| grows larger and approaches 0.
Appling L'Hospital principle, we have:
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Thus, k/Π(ε, N, S) ∼ kp|S|/(p − 1) as |S| approaches positive infinity. It can be seen from Equation (14) when |S| grows larger, the gain in the front of the sign function approaches negative infinity, which makes the attraction of the sliding surface much faster than that of the ERL method proposed in [37] . Meanwhile, when S reaches the sliding surface and |S| = 0, then:
Considering the chattering phenomenon causes by the discontinuous term η = −b −1 ksign(S), the coefficient k will be replaced by 1/N, and subsequently the discontinuous term will become:
which has much smaller amplitude as long as N is sufficient large. Figure 1 explicitly illustrates how the absolute value of the gains in the front of sign(S) change with S comparing different methods. infinity, which makes the attraction of the sliding surface much faster than that of the ERL method proposed in [37] . Meanwhile, when S reaches the sliding surface and | | = 0, then:
Considering the chattering phenomenon causes by the discontinuous term
the coefficient k will be replaced by 1/N, and subsequently the discontinuous term will become:
which has much smaller amplitude as long as N is sufficient large. Figure 1 explicitly illustrates how the absolute value of the gains in the front of sign(S) change with S comparing different methods. In Figure 1 , the red curve is the absolute value of the FERL's gain and the other curves are the absolute value of the ERL's gains with different values of  . It can be seen from Figure 1 that the gain of the proposed FERL method is small enough near the switching surface to limit the chattering phenomenon. As S grows larger, the gain of FERL grows much faster than the ERL method and tends to grow linearly when S is large enough, which is in accordance with the result of Equation (14) . And a basic fact is that the larger the sliding mode gain grows, the faster will the reaching procedure become. Meanwhile, the choice of the initial values of the state variables has set an upper bound of the absolute value of S, which guarantees the finite time convergence of the system. Integrating both sides of Equation (14), we obtain:
where S0 stands for the initial point of the switching function; denotes the final point of the switching function, namely, the first point in the switching surface that the switching function reaches; tr represents the time for the switching function to first reaches the switching surface. Notice that = 0, we have:
and: In Figure 1 , the red curve is the absolute value of the FERL's gain and the other curves are the absolute value of the ERL's gains with different values of λ. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the gain of the proposed FERL method is small enough near the switching surface to limit the chattering phenomenon. As S grows larger, the gain of FERL grows much faster than the ERL method and tends to grow linearly when S is large enough, which is in accordance with the result of Equation (14) . And a basic fact is that the larger the sliding mode gain grows, the faster will the reaching procedure become. Meanwhile, the choice of the initial values of the state variables has set an upper bound of the absolute value of S, which guarantees the finite time convergence of the system. Integrating both sides of Equation (14), we obtain:
where S 0 stands for the initial point of the switching function; S t r denotes the final point of the switching function, namely, the first point in the switching surface that the switching function reaches; t r represents the time for the switching function to first reaches the switching surface. Notice that S t r = 0, we have:
and:
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which is non-integrable. However, numerical simulation can be applied to check the reaching speed as well as chattering phenomenon elimination performance. Now we consider the application of the FERL method in nonlinear systems. Consider the following nonlinear system:
which can be transferred into the following second order nonlinear system:
where
x 1 . The switching surface is:
we have:
substituting the FERL reaching law Equation (11) into Equation (24), we have:
substituting Equation (25) into Equation (22) , the control input can be obtained as:
We employ both the ERL-and the FERL-based SMC simultaneously in controlling the nonlinear system. The switching surface is S = 5x 1 + x 2 and the parameters in Equation (11) which is non-integrable. However, numerical simulation can be applied to check the reaching speed as well as chattering phenomenon elimination performance. Now we consider the application of the FERL method in nonlinear systems. Consider the following nonlinear system:
The switching surface is:
substituting Equation (25) into Equation (22), the control input can be obtained as:
We employ both the ERL-and the FERL-based SMC simultaneously in controlling the nonlinear system. The switching surface is One important phenomenon we can observe from Figure 2 is that the first intersection point of the FERL method is closer to the equilibrium, hence, the system experiences a shorter chattering stage, which is also one of the major strengths of the FERL method. Meanwhile, we can see from Figure 3 that the chattering level of the FERL method near the switching surface is much smaller than that of the other methods. Thus, the proposed FERL method has better performance in reaching speed and chattering phenomenon elimination. 
DFIG Wind Turbine Application
The basic structure of DFIG-based wind turbine can be found in [19, 23] . The mission of a DFIG wind turbine generator control is to keep the active and reactive power injected to the grid tracking well the reference value. The equivalent circuit of a DFIG in the stators' reference frame is shown in Figure 4 and the stator/rotor voltage vectors in the synchronously rotating frame of the reference are shown as [45, 46] : Meanwhile, Figure 5 provides One important phenomenon we can observe from Figure 2 is that the first intersection point of the FERL method is closer to the equilibrium, hence, the system experiences a shorter chattering stage, which is also one of the major strengths of the FERL method. Meanwhile, we can see from Figure 3 that the chattering level of the FERL method near the switching surface is much smaller than that of the other methods. Thus, the proposed FERL method has better performance in reaching speed and chattering phenomenon elimination.
The basic structure of DFIG-based wind turbine can be found in [19, 23] . The mission of a DFIG wind turbine generator control is to keep the active and reactive power injected to the grid tracking well the reference value. The equivalent circuit of a DFIG in the stators' reference frame is shown in Figure 4 and the stator/rotor voltage vectors in the synchronously rotating frame of the reference are shown as [45, 46] :
where ψ sdq , ψ rdq represent the flux linkage vectors of the stator and rotor, respectively; L s , L r are the self-inductances of the stator and the rotor, respectively; L m denotes the mutual inductance, I sdq , I rdq are the current vectors of the stator and rotor, respectively. 
The basic structure of DFIG-based wind turbine can be found in [19, 23] . The mission of a DFIG wind turbine generator control is to keep the active and reactive power injected to the grid tracking well the reference value. The equivalent circuit of a DFIG in the stators' reference frame is shown in Figure 4 and the stator/rotor voltage vectors in the synchronously rotating frame of the reference are shown as [45, 46] : Meanwhile, Figure 5 provides the expression of the stator and the rotor voltage vectors as shown below:
rdq r rdq rdq r rdq Meanwhile, Figure 5 provides the expression of the stator and the rotor voltage vectors as shown below: (31) where
Consider an ideal network with the d and q components of the voltage being stated as follows [46, 47] :
Meanwhile, the instantaneous active and reactive power injected to the grid by the wind turbine are expressed as [47] :
Now we construct the sliding surfaces as:
S P = e P (t) + χ P e P (t)dt (37) S Q = e Q (t) + χ Q e Q (t)dt (38) in which e P (t) = P sd − P s , e Q (t) = Q sd − Q s stand for the errors between the reference and the actual active/reactive power. Hence, the derivative of S is:
Based on Equations (32)- (34), the complete form of Equation (35) is:
Now in order to make sure that Equation (4) holds, we substitute Equation (9) into Equation (36), which yields:
thus, the control input is:
where the stator flux estimation is carried out to calculate the stator flux as stated below:
The corresponding control diagram of the DFIG-based WECS is shown in Figure 5 .
Based on Equations (32)- (34), the complete form of Equation (35) 
Stability Analysis
A stability analysis is essential for deriving the system requirements that guarantee the stability of the system and force the state trajectories to the equilibrium manifold. The Lyapunov function approach is generally employed for the stability analysis. We select the following Lyapunov candidate function:
which remains semi-positive all the time. The time derivative of V(t) is:
.
Substituting the control law into Equation (41), we have:
V(t) remains negative without any further constraints for the control parameters and the asymptotic convergence of the system state variables can be guaranteed.
Simulation and Experiment
The simulation is conducted in Matlab/Simulink. The nominal power output of the DFIG generator and the dc-link voltage are 2 MW, respectively. The converter switching frequency is 2 kHz for both the RSC and the GSC. The remaining system parameters involved are listed in Table 1 . 
Performance Evaluation under Unbalanced Grid Voltage and Gust Wind
Similar settings are employed as stated in [30] . The ERL SMC, the FERL SMC scheme and the conventional PI control approaches are implemented in the simulation diagram in the form of an S function with Matlab programming and the solver of the program is chosen as ode45 (Runge-Kutta) with the sampling time step of 50 µs.
The wind speed remains constant at v = 11 m/s before t = 0.5 s and a gust wind occurs at t = 0.5 s, which is shown in Figure 6 . Meanwhile, a two-phase 20% voltage drop happens between t = 0.2 s and t = 0.5 s. Such voltage drops can be caused by unbalanced load distributions or faults. Figure 7 illustrates the different performances of the three methods in active/reactive power tracking and dc-link voltage support. There are in total four stages of the reference power curve. The first stage ranges from t = 0 to t = 0.2 s as no grid voltage or wind speed changes. The second stage begins at t = 0.2 s when a 20% voltage drop occurs. The third stage begins at t = 0.4 s when the gust wind comes and ends at t = 0.5 s when the grid voltages drop back to the original value. The fourth stage begins at t = 0.5 s and ends with the simulation termination. It is evidently seen by comparing Figure 7 that with the proposed FERL-based SMC method, the stator active and reactive power achieve a better and smoother match to the reference active and reactive values than those of the ERL-based SMC method and the conventional PI control. Furthermore, the maximum dc-link voltage deviation during the voltage drop and gust wind period is reduced from 29.5 V to as small as 17.3 V, which further illustrates the superior performance of the proposed method. Meanwhile, the higher robustness of the general SMC approaches can be witnessed by comparing the simulation results of the DC-link voltages, the stator and rotor currents as shown in Figure 7b ,e,f, respectively. The ERL-based SMC and the FERL-based SMC both show better robustness performance than that of the conventional PI approach. In order to evaluate the tracking performance of both methods in a quantitative manner, the integral square error (ISE) is adopted, which is defined as [48] :
where e(t) represents the error between the reference and the actual value. 
Similar settings are employed as stated in [30] . The ERL SMC, the FERL SMC scheme and the conventional PI control approaches are implemented in the simulation diagram in the form of an S function with Matlab programming and the solver of the program is chosen as ode45 (Runge-Kutta) with the sampling time step of 50 μs.
The wind speed remains constant at v = 11 m/s before t = 0.5 s and a gust wind occurs at t = 0.5 s, which is shown in Figure 6 . Meanwhile, a two-phase 20% voltage drop happens between t = 0.2 s and t = 0.5 s. Such voltage drops can be caused by unbalanced load distributions or faults. Figure 7 illustrates the different performances of the three methods in active/reactive power tracking and dc-link voltage support. There are in total four stages of the reference power curve. The first stage ranges from 0 t  to t = 0.2 s as no grid voltage or wind speed changes. The second stage begins at t = 0.2 s when a 20% voltage drop occurs. The third stage begins at t = 0.4 s when the gust wind comes and ends at t = 0.5 s when the grid voltages drop back to the original value. The fourth stage begins at t = 0.5 s and ends with the simulation termination. It is evidently seen by comparing Figure 7 that with the proposed FERL-based SMC method, the stator active and reactive power achieve a better and smoother match to the reference active and reactive values than those of the ERL-based SMC method and the conventional PI control. Furthermore, the maximum dc-link voltage deviation during the voltage drop and gust wind period is reduced from 29.5 V to as small as 17.3 V, which further illustrates the superior performance of the proposed method. Meanwhile, the higher robustness of the general SMC approaches can be witnessed by comparing the simulation results of the DC-link voltages, the stator and rotor currents as shown in Figure 7b ,e,f, respectively. The ERL-based SMC and the FERL-based SMC both show better robustness performance than that of the conventional PI approach. In order to evaluate the tracking performance of both methods in a quantitative manner, the integral square error (ISE) is adopted, which is defined as [48] :
where e(t) represents the error between the reference and the actual value. The normalized ISE indices of the active and reactive power tracking curves of the ERL method are 90.6686 and 24.4783, respectively; those of the FERL method are 7.6838 and 2.3879, respectively; and those of the PI approach are 105.7833 and 36.3287, respectively. Evidently, the tracking errors of the ERL-based SMC and the PI control are much larger than those of the FERL method referring to the ISE indices of both the active and reactive power tracking. 
Performance Evaluation under Grid Fault Condition
A more severe fault scenario is simulated to further test the performance of the proposed method, where a single to ground fault with 40% dip depth, a 20% of the 5th and 20% of the 7th order harmonics together with 30% of reduction of the parameters m L , s L , r L and r R are initialized in between 0.3 s and 0.7 s. Figure 8 shows the grid current in the grid fault condition. 
A more severe fault scenario is simulated to further test the performance of the proposed method, where a single to ground fault with 40% dip depth, a 20% of the 5th and 20% of the 7th order harmonics together with 30% of reduction of the parameters L m , L s , L r and R r are initialized in between 0.3 s and 0.7 s. Figure 8 shows the grid current in the grid fault condition. Figure 9 shows the simulation results of the ERL-and FERL-based SMC, and the PI control. It can be seen by Figure 9 that the rotor/stator currents and the active/reactive tracking performance of all the three methods are impacted by the grid fault. However, with the FERL method, the influences are smaller and the active/reactive power outputs track better than that of the ERL method. Meanwhile, Figure 9a ,b reveals that the SMC approaches have better robustness capability than the PI control. When the grid fault occurs, the rotor and stator currents of the PI control experienced higher impacts than that of the SMC approaches. Meanwhile, Figure 9c -e reveals that the conventional SMC approach shows its weakness in chattering phenomena, while the novel SMC approach largely mitigated the chatter. Figure 9 shows the simulation results of the ERL-and FERL-based SMC, and the PI control. It can be seen by Figure 9 that the rotor/stator currents and the active/reactive tracking performance of all the three methods are impacted by the grid fault. However, with the FERL method, the influences are smaller and the active/reactive power outputs track better than that of the ERL method. Meanwhile, Figure 9a ,b reveals that the SMC approaches have better robustness capability than the PI control. When the grid fault occurs, the rotor and stator currents of the PI control experienced higher impacts than that of the SMC approaches. Meanwhile, Figure 9c -e reveals that the conventional SMC approach shows its weakness in chattering phenomena, while the novel SMC approach largely mitigated the chatter. Figure 9 shows the simulation results of the ERL-and FERL-based SMC, and the PI control. It can be seen by Figure 9 that the rotor/stator currents and the active/reactive tracking performance of all the three methods are impacted by the grid fault. However, with the FERL method, the influences are smaller and the active/reactive power outputs track better than that of the ERL method. Meanwhile, Figure 9a ,b reveals that the SMC approaches have better robustness capability than the PI control. When the grid fault occurs, the rotor and stator currents of the PI control experienced higher impacts than that of the SMC approaches. Meanwhile, Figure 9c -e reveals that the conventional SMC approach shows its weakness in chattering phenomena, while the novel SMC approach largely mitigated the chatter. 
Performance Evaluation under Variable Wind Speed
In order to test the performance of the proposed method in maximum power extraction, dc-link voltage and reactive power control, the simulation is conducted under the variable wind speed (VWS) scenario. VWS is capable of simulating the actual operation situation of a practical wind turbine. Adopting the modeling approach proposed in [49] , the simulated VWS is shown in Figure 10 . Before t = 2 s, the wind speed is stabilized at v = 11 m/s. The VWS starts at t = 2 s and changes randomly until t = 20 s Figure 11 represents the maximum power extraction and dc-voltage support under variable wind speed with the conventional ERL method, the proposed FERL method and the PI control. Figure 11a illustrates the generator reference speed and the actual speed. Figure 11b shows the system power outputs and the corresponding maximum power. Figure 11c denotes the dc-link voltage. Comparing the figures in Figure 11a , although there is no apparent difference in the tracking performance of all the methods, it is evident that less chattering exists in the curve of the actual speed with the FERL method than that of the ERL method. Meanwhile, Figure 11b also evidences the superior performance of the proposed method in active power tracking and dc-voltage maintenance when comparing with the simulation results of the other methods. Figure  12 shows the ISE indices of the three methods in different time periods. The ISE indices are calculated every 0.5 s in order to show the tendency of tracking. Obviously, FERL-based SMC has smaller ISE indices than the ERL method and the PI control, and the ISE indices is stabilized in the entire time range. 
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In order to test the performance of the proposed method in maximum power extraction, dc-link voltage and reactive power control, the simulation is conducted under the variable wind speed (VWS) scenario. VWS is capable of simulating the actual operation situation of a practical wind turbine. Adopting the modeling approach proposed in [49] , the simulated VWS is shown in Figure 10 . Before t = 2 s, the wind speed is stabilized at v = 11 m/s. The VWS starts at t = 2 s and changes randomly until t = 20 s Figure 11a illustrates the generator reference speed and the actual speed. Figure 11b shows the system power outputs and the corresponding maximum power. Figure 11c denotes the dc-link voltage. Comparing the figures in Figure 11a , although there is no apparent difference in the tracking performance of all the methods, it is evident that less chattering exists in the curve of the actual speed with the FERL method than that of the ERL method. Meanwhile, Figure 11b also evidences the superior performance of the proposed method in active power tracking and dc-voltage maintenance when comparing with the simulation results of the other methods. Figure  12 shows the ISE indices of the three methods in different time periods. The ISE indices are calculated every 0.5 s in order to show the tendency of tracking. Obviously, FERL-based SMC has smaller ISE indices than the ERL method and the PI control, and the ISE indices is stabilized in the entire time range. Figure 11a illustrates the generator reference speed and the actual speed. Figure 11b shows the system power outputs and the corresponding maximum power. Figure 11c denotes the dc-link voltage. Comparing the figures in Figure 11a , although there is no apparent difference in the tracking performance of all the methods, it is evident that less chattering exists in the curve of the actual speed with the FERL method than that of the ERL method. Meanwhile, Figure 11b also evidences the superior performance of the proposed method in active power tracking and dc-voltage maintenance when comparing with the simulation results of the other methods. Figure 12 shows the ISE indices of the three methods in different time periods. The ISE indices are calculated every 0.5 s in order to show the tendency of tracking. Obviously, FERL-based SMC has smaller ISE indices than the ERL method and the PI control, and the ISE indices is stabilized in the entire time range. 
Experimental Test
The proposed FERL-based SMC approach is further tested via experiments. The test bed is made of a 2 kW induction generator, a 0.7-kW doubly fed inverter and necessary current/voltage sensors [50] . It is worth noting that the nominal power of the inverter has no direct relationship with the nominal value of the wind turbine. Instead, it is decided based on the storage battery nominal value and the load value. When there is a load, the nominal value of the inverter power should be 10-30% larger than the load value. A 1716 Data Acquisition Card is employed to connect the sensors with computer. A dSPACEDS 1103 DSP (Texas Instructment, Dallas, TX, USA) board is utilized to control the RSC and the GSC. A TMS320F2812DSP (Texas Instructment, Dallas, TX, USA) is employed to serve as the microprocessor which generates the control signal for the DFIG-based WECS with 20 MHz frequency. The test bed is shown in Figure 13 . The remaining parameters are initialized to be the identical as those of the simulation. The wind speed file is adopted from Cangnan Wind Energy Center in Zhejiang Province (China) and the horizon of the wind file is also 20 s. 
The proposed FERL-based SMC approach is further tested via experiments. The test bed is made of a 2 kW induction generator, a 0.7-kW doubly fed inverter and necessary current/voltage sensors [50] . It is worth noting that the nominal power of the inverter has no direct relationship with the nominal value of the wind turbine. Instead, it is decided based on the storage battery nominal value and the load value. When there is a load, the nominal value of the inverter power should be 10-30% larger than the load value. A 1716 Data Acquisition Card is employed to connect the sensors with computer. A dSPACEDS 1103 DSP (Texas Instructment, Dallas, TX, USA) board is utilized to control the RSC and the GSC. A TMS320F2812DSP (Texas Instructment, Dallas, TX, USA) is employed to serve as the microprocessor which generates the control signal for the DFIG-based WECS with 20 MHz frequency. The test bed is shown in Figure 13 . The remaining parameters are initialized to be the identical as those of the simulation. The wind speed file is adopted from Cangnan Wind Energy Center in Zhejiang Province (China) and the horizon of the wind file is also 20 s. Figure 14 compares the tracking capability of the FERL-based SMC, the ERL-based SMC and the PI approach. It is evident that the proposed method tracks the reference generator curve best. Figure 14b represents the active power tracking curves of the aforementioned three methods.
(a) (b) Figure 13 . Experimental test bed. Figure 14 compares the tracking capability of the FERL-based SMC, the ERL-based SMC and the PI approach. It is evident that the proposed method tracks the reference generator curve best. Figure 14b represents the active power tracking curves of the aforementioned three methods. 
The proposed FERL-based SMC approach is further tested via experiments. The test bed is made of a 2 kW induction generator, a 0.7-kW doubly fed inverter and necessary current/voltage sensors [50] . It is worth noting that the nominal power of the inverter has no direct relationship with the nominal value of the wind turbine. Instead, it is decided based on the storage battery nominal value and the load value. When there is a load, the nominal value of the inverter power should be 10-30% larger than the load value. A 1716 Data Acquisition Card is employed to connect the sensors with computer. A dSPACEDS 1103 DSP (Texas Instructment, Dallas, TX, USA) board is utilized to control the RSC and the GSC. A TMS320F2812DSP (Texas Instructment, Dallas, TX, USA) is employed to serve as the microprocessor which generates the control signal for the DFIG-based WECS with 20 MHz frequency. The test bed is shown in Figure 13 . The remaining parameters are initialized to be the identical as those of the simulation. The wind speed file is adopted from Cangnan Wind Energy Center in Zhejiang Province (China) and the horizon of the wind file is also 20 s. It is evident that the ERL-based SMC contains high frequency chatter, while the actual active power of the FERL-based SMC tracks the reference curve well without obvious chatter. Figure 14c shows the DC-link voltage curves of the three methods and it can be seen that the DC-link voltage of the proposed method remains stabilized. Figure 14d shows the grid side currents of the three methods. Their THD levels are 1.35%, 7.29%, and 7.97%, respectively. The chatter elimination capability of the proposed method guarantees that the actual power curves can track the reference curves smoothly. Hence, the system can operate in a more ideal state.
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